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No carefully chosen words, no antiseptic euphemism 
on the pages of an educator's textbook or a sociolo
gist's journal, can understand and heal the bitter 
heart of the Negro poor. The poorest in this country 
are desperately poor, and they are more often than· 
not from the black race. For the Negro does not even 
have the barest currency of an Anglo-Saxon white skin 
~- not_ev~n of a skin which can pass for ~hite, espec
ially if it also can be worn as a proud symbol of 
close ties with a "charming" foreign culture or can 
be clearly identifie~ with the color of a rich past 
(the past, for example, of the American Indian the 
Italian, or the Puerto Rican). But with his biack 
skin and kinky hair the American Negro must wear th~ 
symbol of his bitter past, the slavery that cut him 
cruelly from his land and family. (Charles E. Silber
~an, Crisis in Black and White, New York: Random House, 
In~., 1964. See especially Chapter IV.) And, as if 
t~is ~ark of slavery were not enough, he also must 
live in a culture which for thousands of years has 
identified in its l~terature the color of his skin 
wit~ the_color of evil. The Negro poor, then, and 
their children are the truly "clisacl·.rantaged" of this 
country; and the problems of learning how to teach 
these "disadvantaged" -- and somehow of giving them 
back or allowing them to take back something of what 
has been taken away from them -- probably present the 
gre~test challenge any group of educators, regardless 
of color, has ever had to face. 

The euphemism "disadvantaged" is very difficult 
to avoid using and is probably less insidious than 
"cu~turally deprived"; nevertheless, it 'still sounds 
a little too nice, like one more attempt to veil and 
hence to escape from the most unpleasant realities of 
the problem -- the problem which demands effective 
action here and now and not more of the studies arti
cles and ineffective experimental programs that
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salt and pepper the land. The November 20 1967 
issue of Newsweek underlined the urgency of the Negro 
problem by developing among other things a specific 
education program not only for the next decades but 
for today, and by referring to its program for action 
as "The Negro in America: What Must Be Done" (emphasis 
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dded). Similarly, with his uncompromising title to 
~is story of his teaching experiences in several Rox
bury ghetto schools, Death~ an Early Age: The Des-_ 
struction of the Hearts and Minds of N~gro_ChTidren 2:E_ 
The Boston Public Schools (Houghton-Mifflin, 1967), 
Jriathan Kozol goes right to the urgent heart of the 

~oblem of educating t~e poor Negro: He cuts th~ough 
ihe veils of white society's euphemisms and evasions 
by frankly exposing the most unpleasant realities of a 
rigid, self-righteous New England_scho?l_system that 
imposes its middle class values; its limited standards 
of "good" speech, literature and art; and its su?tly 
or blatantly prejudiced teachers on the Negro children 
in its demesne. The title of Kozol's book might sound 
melodramatic at first, but an unbiased reading between 
the covers will show how painfully honest the title 
really is -- how much more honest than those titles 
which typically garnish the many articles and full 
length books on "the problems of teaching the disad
vantaged child." 

No human being can effectively relate with another 
from a condescending distance wearing the self-right
eous garments that protect his prejudgments and assump
tions from the living challenge of the other person's 
perspective. Similarly, no_ teacher can effectiv~l~ _ 
teach from this distance which destroys the possib1l1~y 
of creating mutual respect, a very important ingredient 
in good teaching. But above all, no teacher who is 
working with poverty children, in particu~ar children 
from Negro ghettos, can begin to understand the full 
"heart and mind" of the living challenge before him 
without first examinging his own assumptions, values, 
and motives -- ·the comfortable "normal" shell in which 
he lives. If any youth needs the personal friendship 
and encouragement of a teacher, it certainly is the 
student who is confused about his own racial image and 
who comes from the poorest home situations. This 
student to _begin with has too many of. his own barriers 
to surmount without having others cluttering his way. 
Much has been written about these barriers. (See 
The Disadvantaged Learner: Knowing, Understanding, 
Educating, ed. Staten W. Webster, San Francisco; 
Chandler Publishing Co., 1966.) I need only mention 
a few of them. The ghetto student often comes to 
school exhausted from a sleepless night and a sparse 
breakfast; he is shivering with too few clothes in 
the drafts of an inadequately heated slum school; he 
does not have the confidence and the verbal tools to 
speak up in class except with perhaps the voice of his 
vivid but "hidden language" (the phrase John M. Brewer 
used in his article "'Hidden Language': Ghetto Children 
Know What They're Talking About," New Yark Times 
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Magazine, December 25, 1966, p. 32.) of the ghettos 1 atmosphere - and to emphasize the positive When ~e tr~es to write he runs his sentences togeth~r er~~~aof these students. (This was one of three 1967 or wri!es in_fragments, makes endless grammatical and val tter Chance programs. The organization behind mechanical mistakes; he reads one or more years belo A Be pro~rams, originally called the Independent grade level and finds it increasingly difficult to • these ls T;lent Search Program, was formed in 1963 and keep pace; h~ hates himself and the world for his failsc:o~esigned to discover, select and plac~ ~ith scholures, or he is confused and defeated by them and can -wa h. in the ABC member schools as many 'disadvantaged understand why. no,arsdipts" as it can afford.) It was important, then, stu en • t th· for the teachers in Carleton ABC to reoriehn. tei_rh. But the disadvantaged student's learning problems thoughts, assumptions, and perh!ps ev:n ~ eir _eac ing do not simpl~ begin when he first comes to school. As ethods. In part, anyway, I think_thi 7 intensive perCharles E. Silberman says, this student's school prob~ d of orientation and self-searching is a good reason 1 "b · · - J.O 
ems egin in the cradle." (Op. cit., p. 277.) The f the success of the Carleton program. mor~ "advanta~ed" child, however, because of bis or varie~, organized and mobile environment, acquires In such a program as ABC, organization to the last from in~ancy onwa:d_the learning skills necessary for detail is vital because these students generally come develop~ng the abilJ.ty to work with abstract concepts. from very disorganized and often broken homes, an~ The t~pical t:acher expects, and was trained to expect because they crave, respect, and work more effec!ively all his entering st~dents to ~a~e these skills so that'within the security of a tightly structured curriculum. th:Y can le~rn reading and writing with ease. But Nevertheless, because many of th:se stu~ents are also while the midd~e class child is happily playing with emotionally starved (unwanted childr:n in desperately blocks, !he child from_the slums is probably learning large families, on the too lengthy lists of overworked other things to help him survive in his hostile envi- welfare agencies, or in the strange homes of only parron'?ent. He learn

7 
how· !o "turn off" the harsh, con- tially committed foster parents), the~ i:ie:d more than fusing sounds of his ~nvironment; he learns how not organization; they must have the flex~bili~y of an to plan_ahead for futile hopes and meaningless ab- educational program that allows them to si~ at the 7trac! ideas, but to be content rather with the few other end of the log" with the teacher and ind~ed ~ven J.mmediate and tangible things available; he learns to become friends with him. The prevalent puritanical the rhythm and subtlety of many of the essential facts assumption in most white schools that teachers an~ of human natu:e -- of love and hate, of greed, cru- students cannot be friends and that a necessary distan?e elty, and preJud~ce. This kind of an education may must bek~pt is, I think, ! fall!cy. (See Joi:iathan ~e an ad~antage in the ghetto, but it is of no avail Kozol's description of this attitude, op. cit., P- ~11.) in learning how to survive in a white-structured If there is mutual understanding no artificial barriers school system. 

are necessary; the "proper distance" will be established n~turally from genuine respect. As ~ong as there is this great disparity between the environment of the white middle class teacher and the poverty child, there will be barriers to mutual under 7tanding and respect, and hence to effective teaching. The focus for change must first be on the teacher. He is the one who is more free to recognize and tear down his own barriers. He has to be the one to __ come to (not down to) the student, to learn something of the student's language, to accept the value of the student's own experiences and attitudes. In many e~perimental programs for teaching these students the:e i 7 too much ~mphasis on the negative aspects of their lives -- their "disadvantages." In the 1967 Carleton College Project ABC, however, the entire staff ~et for a week of intensive orientation in order to insure effective organization of every possible detail of the program, but more importantly to set the tone for the summer, to establish a warmly creative and 
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In order to establish the creative teaching atmosphere in which mutual respect and ~ven friendship can thrive, it is necessary for the teacher to accept the po•sitive aspects of this "disadvantaged" student's background and to teach him by building f:om the verbal lools and experiences he has already acquired. Take for example the ungrammatical speech and writing of the Negro poor, a language commonly referred to as inferior or substandard English. Even here there are positive elements. Just because Negro dialect does not fit the patterns of standard English, it does not mean that it is without structure and vivid content. Nor does it mean that by giving the student a bi~ dose of traditional grammar -- textbooks to study and_ru~es to learn -- his problems will be solved. The opposite in fact seems to be the case. A recent study by Marvin D. Loflin (published in the December 1967 
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English Journal, vol. 56, no. 9, pp. 1312-1314) 
indicates that "efforts to construct a grammar for Non. 
standard Negro English suggest that the similarities 
between it and Standard .English are superfic~al. There 
is every reason, at this stage of research, to believe 
that a fuller description of Nonstandard Negro English 
will show a grammatical system which must be treated a, 
a foreign language." If Loflin is right then English' 
teachers who want to help students who have this "no~ 
standard structure" in their speech must resist the 
temptation to classify these students si-mply as speak. 
ers of inJerior English which needs quite a bit of 
touching up in contrast with the merely awkward (even 
"charming) English of students who speak a foreign 
tongue. (Charlotte K. Brooks rigidly classifies the 
disa?van~aged as "culturally different" and "culturalli 
deprived where those who speak a foreign language 
h~ve a_different culture while those who speak an Eng. 
lish dialect have a culture ~hich is deprived. The 
Disadvantaged Learner, p. 515.) Research has shown 
that it is far more effective to teach standard English 
to the speaker of a nonstandard dialect as if he were 
learning a foreign language. (Ellen Newman "An Ex
periment in Oral Language," 1965, The Disad;antaged 
Learner, pp. 510-514.) Certainly the psychological 
advantages of such an approach are reason enough for 
adopting modern foreign language drill techniques. 
The last thing an unconfident Negro student needs is 
to be told that on top of everything else his language 
is all wrong. There is no obvious reason why the 
Negro cannot learn standard English as a second lan
guage without giving up his "native tone-ue.'' Just as 
the Puerto Rican can continue to speak in Spanish with 
his friends and family regardless of how much English 
he learns, the Negro too should be able to keep any 
of the old language ties he wants without fearing that 
he is speaking "incorrectly." 

In developing his English, then, both oral and 
written, and in improving his reading skills the 
"disadvantaged" student must begin with and build 
from (not discard) his own verbal tools, experiences 
and concerns, and his own cultural foundation. As 
John Ii. Brewer e:xplains, the teacher of standard Eng
lish has to stimulate a natural interest in his stu
dents to overcome their "verbal deficit" and to "stock
pile new standard words and phrases." (Op. cit., p. 35. 
Marvin D. Loflin agrees that the teachermustnelp 
"a nonstandard speaker extend his repertoire of rules 
to include standard structures." (Op. cit., p. 1313.) 
The emphasis in both cases is on expanding not tearing 
down. Similarly, in encouraging students to read 
with enjoyment, the teachers who have been most 
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ssful are those who go to the student and find 
succ~im reading material tha! "hi!s him where he ~ives." 
fore Charles G. Spiegler, "Give Him a Book That Hits 
(~e Where He Lives," 1964, The Disadvantaged Learner, 
Him 52 4_532.) Jonathan Koz01shows v~ry ~ivi~ly how 
PP·t dent's natural curiosity and motivation is des-
a 5 ud when the teacher does not give him reading troye • f 1·f trial which can be related to his own way o i e. 
ma e teachers who as children learned from blatantly 
Man~udiced or patronizing textbooks (see Chapter Seven 
f~e~ozol, op. cit. ,_pp. 61-72) still teach their 

0 
students within the mental framework of these Negr • 

same textbooks. 

With the high school Negro student whose reading 
and writing skills are unde~develo~e~ the~e is n?t 

1 the danger of boring him by giving him reading 
~~ ~riting assignmen!s wh~ch ~re irrel~vant ?ut ~lso 
the danger of insulting him with material_which in 

bJ·ect matter is immature and condescending. The 
SU • t. t d N gro student is particularly sensi ive o any c?n e-
s~ending attempts by whites to "help" him. Imagine 
how insulting it must be, for example, to have to ~ead 
some silly story about the Bobbsey Tw~ns when one is 
a Negro teenager who has learned at nine how one ~as 
babies and at eleven how not to have them. The_d~s
crepancy between the understanding, the pe~ceptivity, 

d sophistication of such a student and his own read-an . 1 t ing level presents a problem in sel~cting ~e evan 
reading material. But the problem is n?t insur~o~nt
able. It is far better to err on the side of g~ving 
the student interesting but tpo difficult material _ 
than to risk turning him off completely from books in 
order to insure he can handle all the words. 

While it is a mistake to give too simple reading 
material to these students when the most impor!ant 
point is to stimulate them with plen!y o~ reading and 
writing practice from material that i~ dire~tly re
lated to the tangibles of their own lives, it probably 
also is a mistaki to spend too much time discussing 
fiction and poetry in terms of general themes, symbols, 
literary structure, and other relatively abstract con
cepts. Discussing the problems the characters have 
to face and encouraging the students to relate these 
concerns to their own lives usually produce the most 
fruitful results. It is not surprising, then, that 
Jonathan Kozol found that his students learned more 
about the kind of powerful emotional effect good 
poetry can have on the reader by having them read 
Langston Hughes' "Ballad of the Landlord" than by 
forcefeeding them the "proper" antiseptic poetr~ of 
a standard public school curriculum or by teaching 
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. wn life and that on the basis of 
h1S o • h lligence and powers of reason1ng e 

them the technical terms of the sonnet form. his natural in
can order and 
having to follow The importance of relevance and of direct personal te ifY his personal feelings· without contact between teacher and student cannot, I think, b~cla: esoteric rules of composition. overemphasized. The "disadvantaged" student is encou:r, som 

aged to expand his reading skills by seeing the rele- one of the most exciting moments of my teaching at vance of good books to his life, by beginning with his let on was at the end of the summer when I read an own experiences and adding to them the world of books. car y by a boy who had been behind most of the other By the same principle he can also learn to write more e~s~ents, who worked painfully slowly, whose w:iting effectively about his feelings and ideas. The writing~~ always been riddled with mistakes and who 1n an program of the 1967 Carleton College Project ABC was adinary teaching framework probably would have been based mainly on this principle as developed in James A or sidered careless and even thoughtless. We watched M?ffett's seque~ce of writing assignments -- the prin-' ~~~ boy studying, though, a~d knew that ?espit~ the ciple of expanding rather than "correcting" the skills uperficial appearance of his work and his attitude he already acquired. Whenever possible, these assignmentssared very deeply and tried very hard. But_one day,_ were supplemented with or paralleled by assignments cfter finishing the Moffett sequence and while studying based on the literature studied. Moffett is at present;illiam Golding's Lord of the Flies, I gave them the a Research Associate in English at the Harvard Graduate tatement that "today'scivITizednian is really a savSchool of Education, but many' of his ideas are probablysge" and asked them to write an essay based on it. the result of his teaching experiences. Although the ;he quotation fired their enthusiasm -- especially that students he taught were generally "advantaged," the f this one boy. For what was really the first time he fact that his teaching t~eories _work not only for his ~et himself go and drew on his_own ~e:sona~ exp~r~ences students but also for "disadvantaged" students (who with "savage" people, filled his writing with vivid ~ave no patience with ornamental irrelevancies and who, detail and actually gave his essay such a tight, logiin a sense, then, can serve as a fundamental testitig cal structure that I could refer to it in class as a ground for any educational principles) probably indi- model essay. Of course, he was elated but confessed cates that he has his finger on an important concept that he had not really planned his essay -- that it in teaching composition._ Th~s concept wi~l probably "just came out ,that way." He bad introduced al~ his be developed thoroughly in his book Teaching the ideas in the opening paragraph, developed each idea Universe of Discourse shortly to be published7)y in logical order and in parallel form, even used rather Houghton-Mifflin, but his general ideas are cogently sophisticated transitions, and concluded with a new presented in his article ''Learning to Write by Writing~slant that not only tied the essay together but led (The English Leaflet, Vol. LXVI, No. 4, The New England the reader forward by suggesting a fresh perspective Association of Teachers of English, 1967.) His idea for regarding the qu9tation. This essay provides a basically is that you begin with what you've got vivid illustration of the truth to the theory that good that you show by inductive methods the relevance of writing can be drawn out from the student: that there principles of effective writing to the student's daily is an inherent logic to his feelings and experiences life which is essentially one of communicating and which he can share with others if he really wants to sharing. This kind of an approach is appealing to the regardless of his verbal deficiencies; that writing is "disadvantaged" student because he is allowed to write not some obscure art mastered by the lucky few who are for his first assignment whatever comes into his head able to catch on to the elusive rules; but that it is without worrying about grammar, punctuation or spelling something everyone with normal intelligence can do if and without wondering what will please the teache~. he just sits down and writ~s about the feelings that He can find encouragement in just getting the words are really important to him and is then shown induc-down on paper regardless of how they come out. Then tively how he cin take what he has on paper and make with the help of the other students and the guidance these words mean something to other people. When the of the teacher he can be shown how in order to share student really sees the teacher's task is not to tor-without confusion his spontaneous ideas with other ment him but to help him add meaning to his life, he people he needs a comma here, a more precise word respects more fully those involved in education and choice there, and a clearer logical link in between. perhaps -even feels a desire to know and learn fr?m The student immediately gains confidence in his ability them as full human beings outside the one dimensional to write. He sees that writing really is relevant to role of classroom teacher. In a small, closely knit and harmonious community such as that of the Carleton 
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ABC program, the opportunities were endless for this 
direct personal_contact, for the direct encounter ess~ 
tial to genuine teaching. Probably the real teaching 
took place late at night when a student discovered Wib 
a little help the beauty of a new poem, or at dinner 
time when he joined in with the adults discussing the 
recent race riots, or at the theater where with his 
teachers he shared the powerful experience of a live 
dramatic performance. 

Mrs. Reinhardt, a teacher at the Carleton ABC program in 1967, teaches Eng. 
lish at Northfield School, East Northfield, Massachusetts. 
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